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1. General 
SPOT broadcasters offer the option of receiving television commercials and billboards electronically. 
Computer files are submitted using an internet connection. If all requirements are not fulfilled, 
broadcasters retain the right to refuse the product received. General Terms and Conditions and Sales 
Restrictions for broadcasters remain unchanged.  
 
A submission always consists of two files: the file containing image and audio data, and a file containing 
metadata.  
 
2. Specifications for Computer File Containing Image and Audio Data 
The material is packaged in an MXF file containing compressed image and audio data. The file must be 
delivered in MXF1080i50 format using "Operational Pattern 1a”, which is recorded in the standard files 
listed below. The format is also known as “XDCAM HD 422 Long GOP 50”. 
 
2.1 File Format Specifications 
The following standard files are always applicable for a submission: 
SMPTE 377M-2009 Material Exchange Format (MXF) – File Format Specification 
SMPTE 378M-2004 Material Exchange Format (MXF) – Operational Pattern 1A (Single Item, 

Single Package) 
SMPTE 379M-2010 Material Exchange Format (MXF) – MXF Generic Container 
SMPTE 381M-2005 Material Exchange Format (MXF) – Mapping MPEG Streams into the MXF 

Generic Container 
SMPTE 382M-2007 Material Exchange Format – Mapping AES3 and Broadcast Wave Audio into 

the MXF Generic Container 
ITU-R BT.709-5 Parameter values for HDTV standards for production and international 

programme exchange 
EBU R128-2011  Loudness normalisation and permitted maximum levels of audio signals 
EBU Tech 3341-2011 Loudness Metering: “EBU Mode” metering to supplement loudness 

normalisation in accordance with EBU R 128 
EBU Tech 3342-2011 Loudness Range: A descriptor to supplement loudness normalisation in 

accordance with EBU R 128 
EBU Tech 3343-2011 Practical guidelines for Production and Implementation in accordance with 

EBU R 128 
EBU R122-2007  Material Exchange Format Timecode Implementation 
RDD 9-2009  MXF Interoperability Specification of Sony MPEG Long GOP Products 
 
The following supplementary conditions also apply: 
 
2.2 Video 
 
2.2.1 Format 
The frame rate must be 25 frames and 50 fields per second, with a resolution of 1920 x 1080. The video 
codec is MPEG HD422 Long GOP 50 in 1080i50 format. Video bandwidth must be adjusted to 50 
Mbit/sec. 
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2.2.2 Aspect Ratio 
The primary format for the material is 16F16 (16:9 Anamorphic Full Frame). Sub-formats which can be 
viewed without distortion in 16F16 are permitted. The aspect ratio must be marked identically in MPEG 
essence, MXF metadata as well as the metadata file. 
 
2.2.3 Hidden Signals 
Without explicit permission by the broadcaster, it is not permitted to add a digital watermark or other 
hidden signal to audio, image or other aspect of the file. Any other information contained in the vertical 
blanking (including VITC) will be ignored. 
 
2.2.4 Illegal Colours 
Illegal colours may not be included in the video signal. Video parameters must comply strictly with ITU-
R BT.709-5. Files which do not comply with this specification will be rejected. 
 
2.3 Audio 
 
2.3.1 Format 
The code for audio channels is PCM 24 bit @ 48 kHz. 
 
2.3.2 Channel Input 
Submission must occur in one of the following formats: 
Stereo audio in dual channels (1 pair AES, two tracks) 
1.  = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 
2.  = Right stereo (Ro/Rt) 
 
Stereo audio in four channels (2 pair AES, four tracks) 
1. = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 
2. = Right stereo (Ro/Rt) 
3. = Mute 
4. = Mute 
  
 
Stereo audio in eight channels (4 pair AES, eight tracks) 
1. = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 
2. = Right stereo (Ro/Rt) 
3. = Mute 
4. = Mute 
5. = Mute 
6. = Mute 
7. = Mute 
8. = Mute 
 
Stereo audio and multichannel audio in eight channels (4 pair AES, eight tracks) 
1. = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 
2. = Right stereo (Ro/Rt) 
3. = Left 
4. = Right 
5. = Centre 
6. = Low Frequency Effect Channel 
7. = Left surround 
8. = Right surround 
 
Channels 1 and 2 are the stereo pair. In case of mono audio, the left channel must be identical to the 
right channel. In case of multichannel recordings, channels 3 through 8 are applied discretely. Left and 
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right of the stereo pair must be in sync, and can contain either the original stereo mix (Lo/Ro), or a mix 
which is compatible with Dolby ProLogic and similar systems (Lt/Rt).  
 
Mulitichannel audio must be compatible with a stereo mix according to standard parameters (-3 dB 
for both Centre and Surround). The mix calibration must be identical for all channels, which means 3 
dB pre-correction of the back channels for movie theatre broadcasting is not permitted. Material which 
has multichannel audio must be issued the extra parameter “MULTI_CHANNEL_AUDIO” in the 
metadata. The stereo signal is the only one used for online applications. 
 
2.3.3 Loudness Levels 
The loudness levels of the material must comply with directive EBU R128, including the following 
submission specifications: 
 
         Meter 
Parameter             In English   Indication Value 
        
Integrated Loudness  Integrated Loudness   I  -23 LUFS 
Maximum True Peak Level Maximum True Peak Level  dBTP  -1 dBTP 
Maximum Momentary Loudness Maximum Momentary Loudness M  +8 LU 
Maximum Short Term Loudness Maximum Short Term Loudness S No 
restrictions 
Maximum Loudness Range Maximum Loudness Range  LRA No restrictions 
 
NB: “Integrated Loudness” is the definition of the target level of programme loudness, indicated in 
metres in compliance with EBU Tech 3341. Margin of error complies with EBU R128.  
At this time, no restrictions for short term loudness and loudness range apply to commercials and 
promos. Instead, limitations of the dynamic are determined using the M Parameter (Maximum 
Momentary Loudness). If the parameters fall outside the specifications, the broadcaster retains the 
right to adjust the material. Based on performance in practice, future versions of Terms of Delivery 
may be adjusted for options as well as permitted maximum values.  
 
Sometimes a production consciously uses low level audio, for example, in material that consists 
entirely of background sounds. This is a creative option that must be supported by a submission 
method at the same loudness. An additional parameter LOW_LOUDNESS_LEVEL is defined in the 
metadata file for this purpose. If the submitting party assigns this parameter the value TRUE, the 
submission process accepts that material has a lower loudness level than -23 LUFS. 
 
2.4 Additional Attributes 
 
2.4.1 Timecode 
The file must feature one continuous, ascending timecode as defined according to the Timecode Track 
in the Material Package of the MXF file. Any VITC will be ignored. The timecode recorded in the 
metadata file must also be in agreement with the timecode in the Material Package. The start and stop 
timecode must be noted in the metadata file. 
 
2.4.2 Length  
The length (in time) of image and audio data must be identical to the material, and must be identical 
to the length recorded in the metadata file; in other words, there is no pre or post presentation 
containing a coloured bar, slate, or black. Any other versions of the material must be provided 
separately in a different file with its related metadata file. 
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3 Specifications for the Metadata File 
Commercial data (metadata) relating to the commercial must be included in an XML file. It must 
comply with the description and specifications listed in: http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-
20001006#dt-doctype. The structure of the XML file is indicated in the XML schematic file 
com_xml_spec_v9.xsd. 
 
Example of an XML:  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>  
<COMMERCIAL_DETAILS>  
<!—title of the commercial -->  
<TITLE>Mars Delight</TITLE>  
<!— name of the product -->  
<PRODUCT>Mars</PRODUCT>  
<!— version of the commercial -->  
<VERSION>2</VERSION>  
<!—name of the advertiser -->  
<ADVERTISER>Proctor &amp; Gamble</ADVERTISER>  
<!—length of the commercial in seconds -->  
<LENGTH>30</LENGTH>  
<!—start timecode of the commercial (HH:MM:SS:FF) -->  
<TC_IN>00:00:00:00</TC_IN>  
<!—end timecode of the commercial (HH:MM:SS:FF) -->  
<TC_OUT>00:00:29:24</TC_OUT>  
<!-- aspect ratio of the commercial -->  
<ASPECT_RATIO>16F16</ASPECT_RATIO>  
<!—name of the advertising agency -->  
<AGENCY>Acme</AGENCY>  
<!—name of the post production company -->  
<PRODUCTION_COMPANY>United</PRODUCTION_COMPANY>  
<COMMENTS> Any comments can be listed here. </COMMENTS>  
<!-- email addresses for confirmation receipt, up to 10 addresses separated by  ; -->  
<EMAIL_CONFIRMATION>youremail1@yourdomain.com;youremail2@yourdomain.com</EMAIL_CO
NFIRMATION>  
<!-- TRUE if this is a commercial in HD formatting, optional for SD with value FALSE -->  
<HD>TRUE</HD>  
<!-- TRUE for multichannel audio, optional for stereo with value FALSE -->  
<MULTI_CHANNEL_AUDIO>FALSE</MULTI_CHANNEL_AUDIO>  
<!-- TRUE if the submitting party has consciously chosen audio at a low loudness level-->  
<LOW_LOUDNESS_LEVEL>FALSE</LOW_LOUDNESS_LEVEL >  
</COMMERCIAL_DETAILS>  
 
NB: The HD parameter remains in place for compatibility with files that comply with the submission 
standards listed above. 
  
4 File Naming Conventions 
The name of the MXF file containing the material, and the related metadata file, must be the identical, 
excluding the file extension. The file name must be unique, representative of the material, and contain 
such aspects as the product name, version, etc. as well as date of broadcasting, separated by an 
underscore (_).  
 
File names must consist of the UTF-8 character set, using number (0-9), upper case letters (A-Z), lower 
case letters (a-z) and hyphens exclusively. Letters with diacritical marks such as é, è, ë, ö, may not be 
used. Spaces are not permitted in file names and must be replaced by a hyphen (-).Text is not case 
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sensitive. The maximum length of the entire file name is 100 characters. The (_) character is used 
exclusively as separator.  
 
The extension for the MXF file with the material must be “mxf”. The extension for the related 
metadata file is “xml”. 
 
In the example listed above, the file name would be:  
mars_mars-delight_30_versie-2_07-02-2014_HD.mxf  
mars_mars-delight_30_versie-2_07-02-2014_HD.xml 
 
5.1 Submission  
The server to which computer files are submitted can be reached via the internet. The internet address 
of this server will be provided together with the access account information. The server supports File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP) according to RFC 959. Full support of this protocol, accessibility and proper 
functioning of the server cannot be guaranteed.  
 
5.2 Procedure to Request an Access Account  
In order to gain access to the server for the broadcaster, an access account must first be requested. 
See the SPOT website for instructions. The reason for the application, company name and name, email 
address and phone number of contact person must be submitted. An email will be sent to the contact 
within three business days which will include information for the access account:  
• User name/Password; 
• Expiration date of the access account; 
• The internet address of the broadcast server.  
 
The access account expires automatically after six months. At the start of the next period, a new 
access account must be requested. 
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6 Quick Reference Guide 
 

Description Value Reference/Comment 

Container MXF SMPTE 377M-2009  

SMPTE 379M-2010 

Pattern OP1a SMPTE 378M-2004 

Codec MPEG HD422 Long GOP  

50 Mbit/sec, 1920x1080 

SMPTE 381M-2005 

Timecode  EBU R122-2007 

Video requirements HD 1080i50 ITU-R BT.709-5. Illegal colours may not 

be included in the video signal. 

Audio format PCM 24 bit@48 kHz SMPTE 382M-2007 

Channel Input 

 

 

  

 

• Stereo audio in dual channel 

format (1 pair AES, two tracks) 

1 = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 

2 = Right stereo (Ro/Rt) 

Channels 1 and 2 comprise the stereo 

pair. In case of mono audio, the left 

channel must be identical to the right 

channel. 

Stereo audio in four channel format 

(2 pair AES, four tracks) 

1 = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 

2 = Right stereo (Ro/Rt) 

3 = Mute 

4 = Mute 

In case of multichannel recordings, 

channels 3 through 8 are applied 

discretely. Left and right of the stereo pair 

must be in sync, and can contain either 

the original stereo mix (Lo/Ro), or a mix 

which is compatible with Dolby ProLogic 

and similar systems (Lt/Rt).  

 

Mulitichannel audio must be compatible 

with a stereo mix in standard parameters 

(-3 dB for both Centre and Surround). 

The mix calibration must be identical for 

all channels, which means 3 dB pre-

correction of the back channels for movie 

theatre broadcasting is not permitted. For 

online applications, only stereo signals 

are used. 

 Stereo audio in eight channels (4 

pair AES, eight tracks) 

1 = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 

2 = Right stereo (Ro/Rt)  

3 = Mute 

4 = Mute 

5 = Mute 

6 = Mute 

7 = Mute 

8 = Mute 

 Stereo audio and multichannel audio 

in eight channels (4 pair AES, eight 

tracks) 

1 = Left stereo (Lo/Lt) 

2 = Right stereo (Ro/Rt)  

3 = Left 

4 = Right 

5 = Centre 

6 = LFE 

7 = Left surround 

8 = Right surround 

Programme Loudness -23 LUFS EBU R128 

Maximum Audio Signal Level -1 dBTP EBU R128 

Maximum Momentary Loudness +8 LU EBU Tech 3341 

Maximum Short Term Loudness No restrictions EBU Tech 3341 

Maximum Loudness Range No restrictions EBU Tech 3342 

Margin of error Conform EBU R128  

 
 
 


